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What Are Cavalletti? 
 
Cavalletti Were Invented by Federico Caprilli 
Cavalletti, Italian for “little horse,” were developed by Federico Caprilli in 1800. Cavalletti exercises are 
executed by riding over low set rails placed at specific intervals. These exercises are designed to 
transform a horse’s performance, as well as enhance the partnership between horse and rider. They can 
be used for ground training with the handler working a horse on a lunge line or at liberty, or while a rider 
is mounted on the horse. There are an unlimited number of refreshing, challenging, and fun cavalletti 
exercises that can be designed. Cavalletti work is used in both English riding and western disciplines. 

Cavaletti are small jumps, originally made of wood, used for basic horse training. Most consist of rails 
that are about 3-5 inches in diameter and 8-10 feet long. The rails are inserted into fixed standards/risers 
at each end. These riser are usually made in an "X" shape, that commonly are designed to be placed at 
one of three preset heights ranging from a few inches off the ground to a maximum of about 18 to 24 
inches (46 to 61 cm) referenced as a set. Variation of risers may be rectangle or square.  In informal 
terminology, even ground rails without standards are sometimes called "cavaletti." Modern designs can 
be made from various types of molded plastic and PVC pipe as well as wood. They can be used both for 
ground training with the handler working a horse on a Lunge Line, English riding and Western Riding. 
Poles can be painted with white Farm & Ranch, livestock-safe paint and striping can be added. 
Cavalletti are often used in sets of at least four to six placed in a row, but have nearly unlimited ways 
they can be configured. Used at their lowest placement as ground rails or at a level up to 24 inches (61 
cm) high, they can be set to encourage a proper length of stride. By being set closer or farther apart than 
a horse's natural stride, they encourage lengthening or shortening of the stride. 

Also spelled cavalletti, singular cavaletto—rarely used in English. Italian: "little horse." 
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What Are Cavalletti? 
 
Theory 
These exercises are based on the fact that the exaggerated movement of the horse through the cavalletti 
will require the student to be more balanced than in normal movement. Because of this, going through 
the cavalletti will improve the rider’s overall balance. If the student has unstable legs, the practice of the 
two point position in combination with the exaggerated movement will strengthen the leg muscles and 
will, over time, help stabilize the legs. The practice of going over the cavalletti on a loose rein takes away 
the students' ability to balance by using the hands, requiring them to balance by finding their centers of 
balance and matching it to the horses' centers of balance. 
 
How will cavalletti benefit the rider? 

● Develop focus and leadership with horse 
● Improve stability of rider’s leg 
● Improve balance and agility for rider 
● Overall better usage of reins, leg and seat 
● Develop harmony in motion with your horse 
● Refreshing and challenging exercises are unlimited 

 
How will cavaletti work benefit my horse? 

● Strengthen the horse’s back, leg and neck muscles; flex ligaments and joints 
● Develop rhythm and balance 
● Slow the rushy horse 
● Encourage the lazy horse to pick up feet 
● Engage  the horse’s mind 
● Prevent boredom 
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What Are Cavalletti? 
 
Before Cavalletti Work: 
15 to 20 minutes of warm up to include: Walking horse on a nice long rein at a crisp walk in both 
directions, riding large 50-60 ft circles and figure eights. Trot horse on loose rein, with rider alternating 
between posting and the two-point position. Rider then gathers reins for light contact and continues to 
alternate between posting the trot and the two-point position while performing large circles, large loops 
and figure eights, bending the horse gently in both directions. 
 
Cavalletti Work:  
15 to 20 minutes twice weekly in the beginning. Over several weeks, slowly increase time—do not 
exceed 40 minutes per session. A third session may be considered at this time—not to exceed 15 
minutes.  
 
Distances suggested are estimates only and will vary with each horse. 
Use distances appropriate for your horse’s stride 
Walk range: 2’6” – 4’6” ft 
Trot range: 3’ 6”ft. – 6’ ft 
 
Simple Introduction Patterns: 
1 set at 6 inch height, walking over straight and centered in both directions several times, stopping 
your horse straight before repeating. Then add another set, then another, then another, eventually 
walking over 4 sets and stopping in each direction.  Next begin with  
 
1 set, practicing going over at a trot, centered and straight, and stopping in both directions, then add 
another set working up to 4 sets eventually.  
 
In the beginning it is easier for the rider to ride in a 2 point position with a loose rein.  Afterwards, the 
rider can post the trot with a light contact on the reins. 
 
Cool Down: relaxing loose rein walk for 10-15 minutes 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


